Fall 2019 Excursions
September 15th ~ October 15th

The Thames Path: A Journey of Discovery
(Recommended for ages 14~17)
Rites of Passage call youth to the adventure of their lives, creating a form of selfunderstanding that is felt in the heart rather than learned in the head. It has been said
that Rites of Passage are crucibles of change where youth give birth to themselves, and
where the future of culture gets forged.
As a leading thought, it is our strongest conviction that this fundamental experience,
missing within twentieth-century mainstream education, gives credence to Margaret
Mead’s belief that because modern society has lost this connection, we suffer increased
forms of social pathology. The times speak for themselves!

Native Roots Excursions are experiential, place-based educational immersion
opportunities based upon the premise that youth require mythical adventures; ones that
stand as a foundational loadstar experience by which youth forge a personal navigation

system to serve throughout their unique life journey.

The Thames Path: A Journey of Discovery (Fall 2019 Excursion) is a monthlong journey along the banks of the Thames River, UK (from Source to Sea), taking only
what one can carry on one’s back and the inner drive to know oneself and the world. Our
walk will be taking us along 180 miles of history, through London, past castles, into
Oxford, and through rural English villages and fields, where the land will yield its story.
Direct experience of the world, and each other, as opposed to the media-saturated world
of virtual reality, is in our opinion, an educational gift that we can provide youth with.
The insights Henry David Thoreau gleaned during his stint at Walden Pond, and his
subsequent mythological account of that journey contained within the pages of Walden
conveys a quintessential rite-of-passage and is a worthy roadmap and role model for
adolescents in search of their personal identity today.
Thoreau’s literary masterpiece reflected his personal journey and stood testimony to the
power of an individual’s ability to mythologize an experience to the enrichment not only
of himself but one’s culture as well.
With that being said, the primary objective of Native Roots Excursions is to provide a
rite-of-passage experience for youth where the right “resistance” in life can ignite within
them their questions of higher meaning and purpose. A true rite-of-passage where time,
along with the daily rituals of walking and the search for value, ultimately bakes them in
‘the oven of life’ until their whole being is cooked, matured, and transformed.

The Cost ~ Air and ground transportation, ground costs to cover food and occasional
lodging ~ plus mentors costs for the same; all to be determined and creatively looked at
during the November gathering. Detailed suggestions of how this experience can be
transferable into recognized academic credits will likewise be discussed!
We aim to take this rite-of-passage experience as a social responsibility, making no
financial profit, and containing all costs to their minimum. The more we can be creative
together, the more affordable and attainable this experience will be ~ and the more
productive the lives of our youth will certainly be! We believe that the real profit is that
which comes to youth when communities carry, hold, and celebrate rites of passage.
If there are youth within your life that could benefit from such an experience, then please
connect with Jane McCoy at greenjane@verizon.net or go to nativerootsnh.org and ask
to be put on the mailing list for the upcoming community information gathering on
November 11th!
(Go to nativerootsnh.org for more information)

